Anterior cruciate ligament replacements: a mechanical study of femoral attachment location, flexion angle at tensioning, and initial tension.
We examined three surgical variables that affect the ability of an anterior cruciate ligament replacement to restore the limit of anterior tibial translation. These were the placement site of the substitute on the femur, the initial tension applied to the replacement, and the flexion angle of the knee at the time of tensioning. An anterior load of 100 N was applied to the tibia. As the knee was flexed, we measured the tensile force in the substitute and the anteroposterior position of the femur relative to the tibia. Placement largely determined whether the force in the replacement increased or decreased with flexion. Placement also largely determined whether the tibia moved anteriorly or posteriorly with flexion compared to its position in the intact knee. The initial tension and the flexion angle at tensioning affected the magnitude of force in the substitute and the magnitude of the change in AP position. They did not affect how force and AP position changed with flexion. Greater increases in force and greater posterior shifts in tibial position were produced by changing the flexion angle at tensioning from 0 degrees to 30 degrees than by increasing the initial tension from 22 to 44 N.